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Candy Corn Fleece Hat
Newborn Size

Cute little Candy Corn Hat sized for a newborn. If you want to make a larger hat you can find a
helpful chart here:
Martha Stewart

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

Cut fleece so that the stretch is going with the width
1 piece of white fleece 4” x 16”
I piece of white fleece ¼” x 10” This will be used for the tie
1 piece of yellow fleece 4” x 16”
1 piece of orange fleece 6” x 16”
I used a 3/8” seam throughout
Sew the pieces of fleece together along the 16” edges so that the white is at the top, yellow is in the middle
and orange is at the bottom.
Fold the hat so that the right sides are together and the seams are matching.
Starting at the top of the hat sew down until you are about 5” from the bottom.
Backstitch.
Cut a small slit (don’t go past the seam) just below your stitching
Turn the hat to the right side.
Continue sewing the remaining 5” section.
Fold the orange up twice concealing the seam
Topstitch near the fold (the fold near the yellow piece) all around the hat
Cut strips in the white section 1” wide x 3” long. This is the fringe.
Use the narrow white strip as a tie to tie the top of the hat together. Knot securely and trim tie ends even
with fringe
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Any form of sharing, loaning, copying, duplicating, re-selling or any other transfer of my designs, whether
purchased or a free design, is strictly prohibited.
You can combine my design with other designs and/ or fonts.
You CAN NOT take my designs apart and use any pieces or parts of the original design to create new
designs for sale or personal use.
All Sales are final.
You cannot use my designs, purchased or free, in classes without my permission.
Each class member must purchase from my web site. Instructors are not allowed to share, copy, duplicate
or in any manner distribute my designs.
Read my full copyright here:
http://www.embroiderygarden.com/store/index.php?act=viewDoc&docId=5

Visit my site for some cute coordinating Candy Corn designs

Candy Corn Monograms & More
Candy Corn Softies
Halloween Candy Bar Holders
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